
  

 
  

 Abstract—This paper describes a flexible information 
retrieval approach based on Conditional Preferences Networks 
(CP-Nets). Our contribution focuses on document indexing and 
query evaluation using CP-NET theoretical foundations. More 
precisely, we propose first a conceptual document indexing 
approach using WordNet for identifying concepts and 
association rules for discovering contextual relations between 
concepts. Secondly, we propose an algorithm for query 
evaluation using graph similartity measures.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of an information retrieval system (IRS) is 
to find the information assumed to be relevant to a user 
query which is generally expressed by a set of keywords 
connected with Boolean operators. Weights are expressed in 
the query (as in [1]-[5]) in order to enable flexible query 
formulation and consequently flexible query evaluation. A 
key characteristic of such systems is that the degree of 
document query matching depends on the number of the 
corresponding shared terms. It is well known that a query is 
usually an incomplete and vague description of the user 
information need and authors of documents use a very wide 
vocabulary to express the same concepts. This leads to the 
problem of term mismatch and ambiguity in IR.  

This paper addresses these problems proposing a semantic 
information retrieval approach based on CP-Nets. The CP-
Net formalism is used both for document and query 
representation and for flexible query evaluation. We propose 
to use the CP-Net formalism for three main reasons: (1) to 
exploit an intuitive graphical formalism for representing 
flexible queries, (2) to perform a conceptual indexing of 
documents, (3) to allow a flexible query evaluation using a 
graph similarity measure between document and query CP-
Nets.  

The paper is structured as follows: In section II, we 
introduce the problems we aim to tackle, namely the term 
mismatch and ambiguity in IR, then we report some related 
works and summarize our contribution. In section III, we 
introduce backgrounds in CP-Nets and association rules. The 
proposed CP-Net based IR approach is detailed in section 
IV. Section V concludes the paper. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RELATED WORKS 

Document and query representation is a hard and 
fundamental problem in IR. Most of classic IR models are 
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still using the well known technique of “bag of words”. 
However, this technique has limits. Indeed, in classic IRS a 
relevant document will not be retrieved in response to a 
query if the document and query representations do not share 
at least one word. This implies on the one hand that relevant 
documents are not retrieved if they do not share terms with 
the query, on the other hand, irrelevant documents that have 
common words with the query are retrieved even if these 
words are not semantically equivalent 

There are a number of approaches that tackled these 
problems. In this context, two main issues can be 
distinguished: enhancing query formulation and document 
representation (indexing). Some new directions in document 
indexing are being recently undertaken: semantic indexing 
and conceptual indexing.  

Semantic indexing is based on techniques for contextual 
word sense disambiguation (WSD) [6]-[12]. Indexing 
consists in associating the extracted words of document or 
query, to words of their own context [13]. Other more 
elaborate disambiguation approaches use hierarchical 
representations derived from ontologies to compute the 
semantic distance or semantic similarity between words to 
be compared [14]-[18].  

Conceptual indexing is based on using concepts extracted 
from ontologies and taxonomies in order to index documents 
instead of using simple words [15], [19]-[21]. The indexing 
process runs mainly in two steps: first identifying multiword 
terms (that are generally noun phrases) in the document text 
[19], [22], [23], then matching the identified multiword 
terms with concepts in the ontology.  

Improvemnts in query formulation  are achieved by 
means of query structure refinement or query expansion. 

Identifying the suitable query structure (words and 
related weights) is not an easy task for a user, particularly 
when the query contains conditional preferences [24]. 
Random or intuitive term weighting of a qualitative query 
leads to erroneous results from that expected for the 
preferences it attempts to express. Some works in IR tackled 
this problem using more intuitive qualitative preferences 
expressed by means of linguistic symbols such as: 
important, very important…., [2],[3], or using preference 
relation “ ”  as in [24]. 

Attempts in query expansion use term relations in order to 
improve effectiveness of IRS. More precisely, query 
expansion is used to improve recall in IR. The IRS will 
retrieve not only the documents that contain the query words 
but also documents containing words that are related to the 
query words. The synonymy relation is most often used to 
expand query words, but also other types of relations are 
exploited. Term relations are derived from ontology as in 
[14], [15], [20], [21], [25], [26] or discovered, in document 
context by means of association rules as in [27]-[30].  
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A. Our Contribution 
Our main propositions presented in this paper are the 

following:  
(1) A document CP-Net based indexing approach. The CP-
Net nodes represent concept classes.  The relations between 
nodes express the contextual dependencies between the 
related concepts. This approach is based on the use of 
WordNet general ontology as a source for extracting 
representative document concepts, and on association rules 
technique in order to discover the latent concept contextual 
relations.  

(2) A flexible query evaluation approach based on a graph 
similarity measure between document and query CP-Nets.   

III. PRELIMINARIES 

A. CP-Nets 
CP-Nets were introduced in 1999 [31] as graphical 

models for compact representation of qualitative preference 
relations. A CP-Net is a Directed Acyclic Graph, or DAG, 
G= (V, E), where V is a set of nodes X1, X2, ., Xn ,  that 
represent the preference variables and E a set of directed arcs 
expressing preferential dependencies between them. Each 
variable Xi takes values in the set Dom(Xi) = {Xi

1, Xi
2, 

Xi
3
,…}. We denote by Pa(Xi) the parent set of Xi in G. 

representing its predecessors in the graph.   
To each variable Xi of the CP-Net, a conditional 

preference table (CPT(Xi)) is attached, specifying for each 
value of Pa(Xi) a total preference order among Dom(Xi) 
values. For a root node of the CP-Net, the CPT simply 
specifies an unconditional preference order on its values.  

A UCP-Net [32] extends a CP-Net by quantifying the CP-
Net nodes with conditional utility values (utility factors). A 
conditional utility factor fi(Xi ,Pa(Xi)) (we simply write 
fi(Xi)), is a real value attached to each value Xi  given an 
instantiation of its parents Pa(Xi), in order to express its 
conditional preference order. 

B. Association Rules 
The concept of extracting association rules was 

introduced in [33] as follows: given a large database of 
customer transactions, each transaction consists on items 
purchased by a customer in a visit. The goal of association 
rules is to generate all significant associations between items 
in the database. Formally [33], [34], let I = {I1, …, Im} be a 
set of m articles called items, B= {t1, ..., tn} a set of 
transactions where each transaction ti is a subset of I: An 
association rule is an implication of the form X →  Y 
between two itemsets (i.e. sets of items) X, Y ⊂  I such as 

φ=∩YX .  The rule r: X →  Y holds in the transaction set 
B with confidence c if c% of transactions in B containing X 
also contains Y. It has support s in the transaction set B if s% 
of transactions in B contains YX ∪ . 

Given a set of transactions B, the problem of extracting 
association rules is to generate all association rules that have 
support and confidence greater than a user-specified 
minimum support (called minsup) and minimum confidence 
(called minconf) respectively. This problem is supported by 

many existing algorithms, the most known is Apriori 
algorithm [34].   

Association rules have been exploited [27]-[30] in order 
to extract term associations and then achieve query 
expansion.  

IV. FLEXIBLE CP-NET-BASED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL  

We describe in this section our flexible information 
retrieval approach based on CP-Nets. We show first of all 
how to use CP-Nets for expressing user qualitative queries, 
then for automatically weighting the related terms. We then 
present our approach for document CP-Net representation. 
Finally we present our CP-Net based flexible evaluation 
approach.   

A. Expressing Queries Using CP-Nets  
The user preferences are expressed using concepts 

represented by variables. Concepts are extracted from a 
controlled vocabulary formed by the whole of concepts 
belonging to document indexes. Each variable is defined on 
a domain of values (a value is therefore a query term). For 
each variable, the user must specify all of its preferential 
dependencies from which a CP-Net graph is built.  
Semantically, a CP-Net query defines a conjunction of 
disjunctions.  Disjunctions link values of a same variable. 

Figure 1 illustrates a CP-Net corresponding to a given 
user query. The variables of interest are V= {City, Housing, 
Place} where Dom(City)={Paris, Lyon}, Dom(Housing) = 
{RH1, Studio} and Dom (Place) = {Center, Suburbs}.  
 

 
                                                       City     Paris   Lyon     
 
                                          
      Paris   RH   Studio   Housing        Place   Paris   Centre   Suburbs 
        
       Lyon  Studio  RH                                    Lyon   Suburbs   Center    
 

Fig.1. A CP-Net query    

In addition, CPT(City) specifies that Paris is unconditionally 
preferable to Lyon  (Paris  Lyon), whereas  CPT(Housing) 
for example, specifies a preference order on  Housing 
values, under the condition of the City node values  (thus for 
example, if  Paris then  RH    Studio).   
The qualitative CP-Net query is then automatically weighted 
leading to a UCP-Net corresponding to the original CP-Net 
query. The approach we proposed to automatically weight 
CP-Net queries is detailed in [24]. 

Using the proposed method, the UCP-Net related to the 
query presented in  Figure 1, is given in Figure 2.  

 

B. Building the CP-Net Conceptual Document Index  
We propose to carry out a conceptual indexing method to 

index documents in the corpus. Conceptual indexing is based 
on two main features: concepts and relations between them. 
 
 

1 Residence Hall 
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                                                      Paris    Lyon   
                                                                            
                                                   City         0.5          0       
                              
                   RH    Studio                                                                           Center   Suburbs                                                         
  

      Paris        0.25      0        Housing     Place     Paris      0.25       0  
 
      Lyon      0      0.25                                       Lyon      0         0.25 
 

Fig.2. A UCP-Net query 

Concepts are extracted using WordNet ontology. Concept 
relations are discovered by means of association rules. The 
goal is to build the document CP-Net graph. The document 
indexing process is handled through five main steps as 
presented in Figure 3. 

 
     WordNet 

   (1) Terms identified in WordNet, are 
                                       extracted from the document.  

                                                           
                                               Matching                                                                          

                                           
       w1, w2,                       Term detection                 t1, t2, …, tn  
  …  wi …                                                                                                                                         
   
  Document                                             Weighting 

  
 (2) Index terms are                       Computing Wti,D         
 Identified.                                                                                               

                 (t1, Wt1,D), (t2, Wt2,D) , …  , (tn,Wtn,D)       
 
 
 

                      C1
1…   C1

k                                      C1
p 

                            .                     Computing         .    
               .                                  similarity           .                                                                                                                                               

 (3) Terms are               … Ci
j  ... Ci”

k                                      Ci
j                       

Disambiguated.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Cm

1 . . . Cm
k’,                                   Cm

k       
                                             
 
 
 

                          Discovering  
                            Association rules  

 
(4) Association are                                         .                                                            
discovered   between                                      . 
concepts.                                                         . 
                                                               Ci   →sem  Cm

                                                                                 
                                                                       . 

                           .                                                                                                                                                                                              
 
(5) Both concepts and                                                                                     
  related relations are              Building document CP-Net     
 organized into a CP-Net.                                                 

                       
   Fig.3. Steps for document CP-Net building  

1) Identification of Index Terms:  An important step for the 
indexing process consists in extracting monoword and 
multiword terms from texts. In order to identify multiword 
terms in document D, we propose a technique that performs 
a document word analysis. Let mi be the next word (assumed 
not to be a stop word), to analyze in D. Using WordNet, we 

extract all the synsets j
iC containing mi: let 

{ }j
ii

j
i CmSjCS ∈≤≤= /1, , posi be position of mi in D 

(assuming that pos1 = 1). We define the relative context of 
mi occurrence in D given j

iC  namely j
iCH  , as the substring 

of D containing mi, α words on the right and β words on the 
left of mi. (α and β are determined by the position of mi in 

j
iC ). For each j

iC in S, we extract the mi relative context 

given j
iC , namely j

iCH  and then compare2 strings j
iCH and 

j
iC . The longest concept j

iC that matches j
iCH is then 

retained as a representative term for D.  The next word to 
analyze in D is mj such that ( )1++= αij pospos .  

By this step, we will have identified the set of all 
(multiword or monoword) terms t that compose D. We then 
associate each term t with its count Dtocc ,  (that is its 
occurrence frequency) in D. 

2) Term Weighting: Term weighting gives an importance 
value to every detected term in order to select the most 
relevant terms in the document. We propose a variant of 
tf*idf weighting formula which combines a statistical 
measure and a probabilistic measure of occurrence 
frequency.  The proposed weighting formula is formally 
defined in the following: 

Let Wt,D  be  the weight associated with term  t  in 
document D and T(D)  the set of terms in D.  t, t’∈T(D). t’ 
is a sub-term of t if t contains t’. t is  called sur-term of t’.  

Let Subj(t) ∈  T(D) be a sub-term of t, Suri(t )∈T(D) a 
sur-term of t and Sn(t) the set of synsets associated with  t:  

( ) ( )( )( )( )






 ∈++= ∑∑
j

DtSubj
i

DtSurDtDt ji
occtSubSntPoccoccW ),(,,, *  

               ( )






tdf

Nln* .       

Where N is the total number of documents in the corpus, 
df(t) (document frequency) is the number of documents in 
corpus that contain term t and ( )( )( )tSubSntP j∈  is the 
probability that term t is a possible sense of its (more 
specific) sub-term Subj(t), formally defined by: 

( )( )( ) ( )( ) }{
( )( )||

|/|
tSubSn

CttSubSnC
tSubSntP

j

j
j

∈∈
=∈  

The document index is then built by keeping only those 
terms whose weights are greater than a fixed threshold.  

3) Term Disambiguation: Terms in document index may 
have a number of concept-senses corresponding to different 
WordNet synsets. We believe that each index term 
contributes to the content representation of D with only one 
sense. From where, we must choose for each term in 
document index, its best sense in the document. This is term 
disambiguation. The proposed term disambiguation 
 

2 We address here classical lexical comparison between two character 
strings. 
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approach relies on the computation of a score for every 
concept-sense  

The proposed score of a concept sense measures its 
semantic relatedness to other concepts in the document. It is 
defined in the following: 

Let { }n
iiii CCCS ,...,, 21=  be the set of all synsets 

associated with index term ti.  We define the weight of a 
concept (sense) i

j
i SC ∈  as the weight of the related term ti: 

DtDC i
j

i
WW ,, =                                          

The score associated with j
iC is then defined by: 

( ) ( )l
k

j
iDC

nk
ml

DC
j

i CCDistWWCScore l
k

l

j
i

,** ,

1
..1

,∑
≤≤

=
=   

Where ( )l
k

j
i CCDist , defines the semantic relatedness 

between concept-senses j
iC and l

kC . This can be for example 

the shortest way between nodes j
iC and l

kC in WordNet 
ontology or one of the other similarity measures proposed in 
literature (cited in section II). 

The concept j
iC  which maximizes the score is then 

retained as the relevant sense of concept iC  in D. The set of 
all retained concepts defines the conceptual index of D. 

4) Representing a Document as a CP-Net: The goal of this 
step is to build a CP-Net conceptual index. The use of CP-
Net formalism is motivated by   two reasons. First, CP-nets 
naturally support contextual associations. Second, CP-Nets 
allow a compact representation of both semantic and 
contextual relations between concepts, within a unified 
formalism namely the CP-Net graph.  In the following, we 
describe the process of building the CP-Net nodes and 
relations.  

    a) The CP-Net Nodes: Our approach to build CP-Net 
nodes is based on the following principles: 

   - CP-Net nodes are random variables Xi attached with 
concepts iC  from the conceptual document index of D.   

   - A random variable corresponds then to a concept. 
  - Each variable Xi takes values in the set 

( ) { } { }...,,, 321
iiiii XXXXXDom ∪=  such that j

iX is-a iX  or 

k
j

i XaisX −  and iX  , kX  are synonymous (is-a defines the 
WordNet hyponymy relation). 

By this step, we will have built the set 
( ) ( )( ){ }ii XDomXD ,=η  of the CP-Net concept nodes.  

   b) The CP-Net Relations: We propose to use 
association rules to discover latent contextual relations 
between CP-Net concept nodes. Concept nodes are semantic 
entities. The existing formalism of association rules allows 
discovering relations between lexical entities namely terms, 
we thus propose to extend it so as to support semantic entity 
associations (namely concept node associations). We thus 
define a semantic association rule between Xi and Xj noted             

jsemi XX → , as follows:  

( ) ( ) l
j

k
ij

l
ji

k
ijsemi XXXDomXXDomXXX →⊂∃⊂∃⇔→ /,

Where l
j

k
i XX → is a classical association between terms 

k
iX  and l

jX . 

Confidence of rule R: jsemi XX →  is formally given by: 

( )
)(

)(

i

ji

XSupport
XXSupport

RConfidence =           

Where: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )jiji XSupportXSupportXXSupport ,min=  

( ) ( ) ( )i
k
iDXki XDomXWXSupport k

i
∈∀= ,min ,  

Let ( ) ( )( ){ }ii XDomXD ,=η be the set of concept-nodes of 
document CP-Net. Contextual relations between concepts in 
η(D) are discovered by means of semantic association rules. 
Association rules are based, in our context, on the following 
principles:  

- A transaction is a document.  
- Items are CP-Net concept-node values.  
- An itemset is a set of concepts belonging to a 

same concept- node domain.  
Formally, a semantic association rule Xi sem→  Xj defines 

in the CP-Net, a directed edge from concept node Xi to 
concept node Xj. Xi   is the parent node of Xj in the graph.  

The CP-Net nodes are linked by conditional relations 
defined by the related association rules. To complete the CP-
Net, we annotate each node Xi of the graph by unconditional 
existence table namely ( )iXCPT  such that: 

( ) ( ) DX
k
ii

k
i K

i
WXCPTXDomX ,, =∈∀     

5) Illustration: Our approach is illustrated through the 
following example. Let D ((Paris, 0.9), (Toulouse, 0.5), 
(Center, 0.1), (Studio, 0.4), (Suburbs, 0.7)) be a document 
described by the given weighted concepts. 

Toulouse is-a City and Paris is-a City, thus Paris and 
Toulouse pertain to City concept node domain. Similarly, 
both of Center and Suburbs pertain to Place concept node 
domain, whereas Studio is associated with housing concept 
node. That is to say: 

 η(D) = {(City, Dom (City)),  (Place, Dom(Place)), 
(Housing, Dom(Housing))} / Dom(City)={Toulouse, Paris}, 
Dom(Place)= {Suburbs, Center}, Dom(Housing)={Studio}. 

We aim to discover associations between City, Housing 
and Place nodes. Applying Apriori algorithm leads to the 
following steps:  

- Step1: extracting frequent itemsets. We assume the 
minimum support threshold is minsup>0.1. 
The extracted frequent k-itemsets (k= 1, 2, 3) are given in 
Table I. 
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Remark1. Support(Center) < minsup : the 1-itemset 
Center is not frequent. It is then pruned. 

 
- Step2: generating association rules between frequent 

itemsets. The extracted association rules are given in table II. 
The corresponding confidence values are computed leading 
to the results given in Table III.  

If we suppose a confidence minimum threshold 
minconf=1, we then retain the only rules whose confidences 
are greater than minconf. The selected rules are shown in 
Table IV. 

These rules are first used to build semantic association 
rules that in fact correspond to CP-Net concept-node 
relations. Thus, we deduce: 

       (1)  From R1 and/or R4 :   City, Housing →sem Place,  
       (2)   From R3 and/or R6:   Housing, Place →sem City, 
      (3)  From R9 and/or R10 :  Housing →sem City, Place. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
Clearly, retaining the three rules will lead to a cycle in the 

CP-Net graph. To avoid this, we randomly retain one of 
them. Suppose the rule City, Housing →sem Place is selected, 
then CPTs are associated with concept nodes which leads to 
The CP-Net document given in Figure 4. 
 

 
                     Toulouse   Paris     City        Housing      Studio 
                          0.9         0.5                                            0.4 
                                                                        
                                                                            
                                                            Place    Centre   Suburbs          

                                                                       0.1         0.7 
 

Fig.4. Document CP-Net . 

C. CP-Net Based Query Evaluation  
Query evaluation consists in selecting documents (D) 

assumed to be relevant to a query (Q). For this aim, 
documents are ranked according to their relevance status 
value (RSV(D,Q)) computed, in  our approach, using a  
graph similarity measure that quantifies the degree of 
similarity between the query and document CP-Net graphs. 
Formally, this is expressed by: 

),(),( QD GGSIMQDRSV =  

Where GD and GQ are the CP-Net graphs that correspond 
respectively to the document D and the query Q. This 
similarity is computed as an aggregation of similarity graph 
across the shared concepts as follows:  

)(G   )(G X

X

QD

QD
QD

QD

Q)) (D,(Sim max*
GG
GG

GGSIM
ηηηη

ηη
∩∈∪

∩
=

|)()(|
|)()(|

),(  

Where η(GD) and η(GQ) are the GD and GQ document and 
query CP-Net concept nodes respectively. SimX(D,Q) is the 
partial similarity between D and Q at the X concept level. 
According to CP-Net graphs topology, this measure is 
computed as a combination of structural similarity and 
relational similarity measures: 

),(*)1(),(*),( QDSimQDSimQDSim X
relat

X
struct

X αα −+= . 

Where 10 ≤≤ α , α being a given value that specifies the 
importance of structural similarity compared to relational 
similarity. 

TABLE II.  
GENERATED ASSOCIATION RULES 

R1:  
Toulouse, Studio → Suburbs    

R7:  
Toulouse →  Studio, Suburbs    

R2:  
Toulouse, Suburbs →  Studio 

R8:  
Suburbs → Toulouse, Studio    

R3:   
Studio, Suburb →  Toulouse 

R9:  
Studio → Toulouse, Suburbs 

R4:     
Paris, Studio →  Suburbs    

R10:   
Paris →  Studio, Suburbs       

R5:     
Paris, Suburbs →   Studio     

R11:   
Suburbs → Paris, Studio        

R6:     
Studio, Suburbs  →  Paris 

R12:  
Studio  →  Paris, Suburbs 

 

TABLE III.  
COMPUTED RULE  CONFIDENCE S 

Ri R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 
Confidence(Ri) 1 0.57 1 1 0.8 1 

R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 
0.44 0.57 1 0.8 0.57 1 

                                                      TABLE  I.  
GENERATING  FREQUENT K-ITEMSETS 

Itemset Support 

Toulouse      0.9 

Paris       0.5 

Center       0.1 

Suburbs       0.7 

1-Itemsets 

Studio       0.4 

Toulouse, Studio       0.4 

Toulouse, Suburbs       0.7 

Paris, Studio       0.4 

Paris, Suburbs       0.5 

Frequent 2-itemsets 

Studio, Suburbs       0.4 

Toulouse, Studio, Suburbs       0.4 Frequent 3-itemsets 

Paris, Studio, Suburbs       0.4 

TABLE IV.  
SELECTED ASSOCIATION RULES 

R1:   Toulouse, Studio → Suburbs    

R3:    Studio, Suburbs → Toulouse       

R4:    Paris, Studio → Suburbs         

R6:    Studio, Suburbs → Paris           

R9:    Studio → Toulouse, Suburbs     

R12:   Studio  → Paris, Suburbs 
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The structural similarity X
structSim  defines the proportion 

of common X’s instances (values) of D and Q. A common 
instance of D and Q is a term of the query Q which belongs 
to the document D.   

The relational similarity X
relatSim  indicates the X degree of 

representativeness. This degree defines its importance as 
well in the document as in the query.  It is measured using 
the depth associated with the concept in the hierarchy of the 
corresponding graph. Below are the formal definitions of the 
structural and relational similarity measures. 

• Structural similarity measure: Let ( ) ( )QD GG ηη ∩  be the 
set of common concept-nodes between document CP-Net GD 
and query CP-Net GQ. ( ) ( )QD GGX ηη ∩∈∀ , let’s consider 
DomX,D  and  DomX,Q  the domains of instances associated 
with concept-node X  respectively in GD and GQ.. The 
structural similarity of D to Q at the level of the concept X is 
defined by:   

( )
||
||

,
,,

,,

QXDX

QXDXX
struct DomDom

DomDom
QDSim

∪
∩

=
 

•   Relational similarity measure: For a shared concept X, 
we define DegD(X), DegQ(X) respectively its importance 
level in the document D and the query Q. The importance 
level of a concept-node X is inversely proportional to the 
depth of the corresponding node in the graph.  Thus, for a 
graph of depth n, the root of the graph is of level 1 and   of   
importance 1.    Its   direct descendants are of level 2 and of 
importance1/2…etc.  The elements of level n have an 
importance of 1/n. Let QXi

W , , DXi
W ,  be the weights associated 

with X’s value iX  respectively in Q and D. DXi
W ,  is an 

unconditional weight. Whereas iX weight in Q is a 
conditional weight defined by ( )ki UXCPT / given a value 
Uk of its parents in the query CP-net graph. In a first time, 
we simply define: 

 ( )( )kiQX UXCPTAverageW
i

/, =  

   The relational similarity of D to Q at the level of the 
concept X is defined as follows:   

( )
( )∑

∗+∗
∗∗

=
i QQXDDX

QQXDDXX
relat XDegWXDegW

XDegWXDegW
QDSim

ii

ii

)()(
)(),(min

),(
,,

,,
 

V. CONCLUSION  
We described in this paper a novel approach for flexible 

IR based on CP-Nets. The approach focuses on two main 
aspects. The first one consists in a conceptual indexing based 
on CP-Nets. The approach is founded on the joint use of 
both ontology for identifying, weighting and disambiguating 
terms, and association rules to derive context dependent 
relations between terms leading to a more expressive 
document representation. We also proposed a CP-Net based 
query evaluation. Our approach aims to evaluate document 

relevance to a given query on the basis of simple graph 
similarity measure. In future, we plan to validate empirically 
our approach using structured test collections such as 
Reuters collection. 
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